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CREATE A FAKE SCARE TO TERRIFY PEOPLE INTO COMPLIANCE
Fake a ‘pandemic’ using a version of the flu with very common symptoms and a 99%+ recovery rate.
Massively exaggerate the seriousness of the virus by using totally unreliable PCR diagnostic tests and
by recording all regular colds & flu as COVID. Use constant propaganda to provoke massive fear.
Ignore far more serious illnesses like cancer. Impose media censorship on those asking questions.

IMPOSE LOCKDOWNS TO START PROCESS OF ELIMINATING SMALL BUSINESSES
Prevent people meeting up and asking questions. Pay unsustainable welfare payments to dampen initial
resistance. Begin wiping out small businesses and their financial independence. Begin the massive
transfer of wealth and power to global corporations such as Amazon. Push countries into accumulating
massive amounts of unaffordable debt. Push work, education and living online. Remove religious
freedoms. Normalise cashless payments. Use lockdowns to promote fear and weaken natural immunity.

IMPOSE SURVEILLANCE AND THE START OF A POLICE STATE
Get people to accept contact tracing and having all movements and social contacts monitored.
Give police vast new powers to restrict personal freedom of movement and speech.

IMPOSE FACE MASKS AND ANTI-SOCIAL DISTANCING
Masks help promote COVID fear and signal public compliance. Frightened people are easier to control.
Masks are also unhealthy and can trigger respiratory infections that can be blamed on COVID.

PUSH GENETICALLY MODIFYING COVID INJECTIONS
New experimental COVID gene editing injections will begin the process of genetically modifying
humans, bio-engineered for, among other things, sterility. Scientists are bribed with grants and doctors
with bonus payments to support testing and injections. People are promised they can have ‘some’ of
their freedoms back if they willingly queue up to take the injections.

IMPOSE DIGITAL ‘HEALTH PASSPORTS’
Medical-apartheid will be used to reward the obedient and discriminate against those who have not
been injected. ‘Health passports’ are the first step to creating global digital identities.

TRIGGER A SERIES OF DEPOPULATION WAVES
The COVID mRNA injections will expose recipients to pathogenic priming. When these people are then
exposed to flu-like illness, their genetically modified immune systems are more likely to over-react and
create fatal auto-immune responses. This will cause death rates among injected people to start to rise
very rapidly during over winter flu seasons. Blame will be placed on all sorts of ‘new COVID variants’ to
further heighten public fear. Propaganda will intensify.
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FORCE MANDATORY ‘TOP UP’ COVID INJECTIONS & DIGITAL IDENTITIES
Rising death rates and public panic will create an excuse to try to make the COVID injections and
digital identities compulsory. Updated injections will include smartdust (nano-chips) to allow all
movements, contacts and health status of injected people to be subject to constant 24-7 internet
surveillance. Those who refuse injections and digital identities will be actively persecuted.

TRIGGER A FULL GLOBAL ECONOMIC CRASH
Extended lockdowns, rising death rates, food shortages, public panic, out of control State spending and
massive printing of trillions in paper money will inevitably lead to a global economic collapse. Millions will
become unemployed. Governments globally will start to confiscate private savings and assets to avoid
complete bankruptcy. National assets will be sold off to global corporations at bargain prices. The
economic crash will be, conveniently, blamed on COVID.

IMPOSE DIGITAL CURRENCIES & ABOLISH CASH
Cash allows people to shop in privacy. But new digital currencies introduced as part of ‘The Great Reset’
will remove all personal financial privacy about what, where and how you can spend your money. Access
to money will require a digital identity. This will allow the introduction of Chinese-style social credit
systems where access to your own money will become dependent on you being an obedient citizen.

IMPOSE UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME SCHEMES... WITH STRINGS ATTACHED
The global economy will be ‘reset’ along centrally planned lines under the control of the global elite. The
IMF and World Bank will fund national ‘debt forgiveness’ and ‘universal basic income’ welfare programmes
in exchange for citizens handing over all personal property rights, compliance with annual injections,
accepting digital identities, nano-chipping and other conditions. By this stage most people will have:
surrendered control over their bodies, health & lifespans
surrendered control over their privacy & freedom of movement
surrendered control over their spending & finances
surrendered control over their freedom of thought & speech
All obstacles to the rollout of the so-called ‘4th Industrial Revolution’ will have been removed
— unless enough people wake up to the plan and resist.

ARRIVE AT THE ‘NEW NORMAL’

21st Century Communism / Fascism

THINK!

If allowed, the “New Normal” will be a depopulated, ‘cleaned-up’, high-tech,
dehumanised, totalitarian dictatorship run as a bio-medical police State by
technocrats for the benefit of a tiny billionaire elite.
Most people will be genetically modified, digitally tagged, nano-chipped,
permanently connected to the internet where they will be monitored 24-7 by
artificial intelligence, living socially distant, unquestioning virtual lives devoid
of meaning or spirituality. Global corporations will own most assets including
homes. Most people will be forced to rent. According to the World Economic
Forum’s own propaganda “you will own nothing and you will be happy”.
If this is allowed, human freedom will be eliminated.

BUT MANY PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP & RESISTING...

The New Normal
by happen.network

PlandemicSeries.com

VISIT

UNCENSORED WEBSITES

◼ EvidenceNotFear.com
◼ AmericasFrontlineDoctors.com
◼ ChildrensHealthDefence.org/defender
◼ WorldDoctorsAlliance.org
◼ WorldFreedomAlliance.org
◼ Principia-Scientific.org
◼ Mercola.com
◼ Off-Guardian.com

PlanetLockdownFilm.com

◼ SWPRS.org

◼ GlobalResearch.ca

◼ PanData.org

◼ Technocracy.News

WAKE UP
Ask questions.
Think for yourself.
Do your own research.
Look at both sides.
Strengthen your
body, mind and Spirit
for the battle now
being waged against
freedom & humanity
Connect with others
who are also awake.
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